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Lacework For Adventurous Crocheters
If you're a fan of both knitting and crocheting, then Tunisian crochet is for you! Tunisian crochet
is a needlework technique that borrows elements from both knitting and crocheting and is often
referred to as "Afghan crochet" or "Afghan stitch". A special hook called an Afghan hook is used
for this method of crochet. First Time Tunisian Crochet is an informative crochet booklet that
teaches different stitches, from easy (Tunisian simple stitch) to intermediate (seed stitch, knit
stitch, and purl stitch) to experienced (rib stitch, clusters stitch, cable stitch). The booklet
includes five fun projects: a throw, bag, wristlet, blanket, and vest.
Spring, summer, winter or fall--enjoy the perfect crochet book for any season! Flowers of the
Month Granny Squares includes both written and charted instructions for 12 original granny
squares representing a new flower for every month of the year. For those new to crocheting
granny quares or those who just need a refresher, all the granny square basics are covered.
Complete instructions are also provided for combining all the squares into a fabulous flowery
blanket. Use your imagination with these unique granny squares to create a blanket, sweater,
hat, or almost any other crocheted item. Since you work on small pieces one at a time, this
technique is perfect for anyone new to crocheting or just want a project that's great for on-the-go
crochet. Let designer Margaret Hubert be your guide to her fun, fast, pretty world of flowerinspired granny squares!
DIVFrom blankets to hats to bags, Sweet Baby Crochet offers hooking fans eight patterns that
are perfect for creating cuddly gifts for babies. Patterns include baby blankets, sweaters and
hats, and even a handy Eight-Pocket Carryall. Each booklet includes an abbreviations section
at the front./div
Here are contemporary crochet projects for fun, fast, fashionable afghans, shoulder wraps, and
baby blankets. Throws and baby blankets are the most popular crochet projects!
Stitch patterns in words and symbols plus 5 projects
20 Easy Crochet Projects
Hooked Throws
Crochet Outerwear Scarves
Lovely Lace Crochet
Timeless Techniques and Fresh Ideas for Crocheting Square by Square

Combine fun yarn, hooking, and easy stitches and you’ll end up with eight
eye-catching crochet blankets that everyone will want. Crochet Blankets is
an easy, how-to booklet that teaches you everything you need to know
about crocheting blankets and throws. From yarn recommendations to
stitches used, this booklet contains eight patterns that you’ll want to try
again and again.
Provides a guide for more experienced crocheters to create lacework
patterns and projects, including openwork pillows, lacy cardigans, and
fingerless gloves.
Crocheted granny squares are great for using up precious scraps of yarn to
make blankets, purses, and more! First Time Granny Squares is an
informative booklet and the go-to guide for crochet lovers who want to
create beautiful building blocks for larger projects. Learn the step-by-step
basics to make patterned, multi-colored squares a success, as well as five
fun projects to try.
At last, a book of crochet patterns devoted entirely to the plus-size woman!
Plus-size gals are a group that seems to be neglected in the plethora of
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crochet books on the market. The author, Margaret Hubert, has often been
approached at trade shows and through her classes by women in this size
category, begging her to design patterns that would fit them. A plus-size
crocheter cannot simply take a smaller pattern and increase the number of
stitches or rows to get a garment that fits and flatters. There are lots of
proportion considerations when designing patterns for larger sizes. Plus Size
Crochet has 20 crocheted garments and accessories for plus-size women.
The projects are stylish and flattering for various large figure types. There
are also hints and tips to help the crocheter accommodate her special
needs. Only crochet book for plus-size women Similar to the books in our
popular ôHookedö series: easy to use with lay-flat wire-o binding, stitch
detail photos, project specs at a glance Includes crochet basics section with
step-by-step photos
Complete Instructions for 8 Projects
Granny Square Fashions for Babies and Toddlers
Step-By-Step Basics Plus 5 Projects
Crochet Bags, Totes, and Pouches
Granny Square Flower Garden
First Time Tunisian Crochet
Crocheted hats are in style on everyone from sophisticated urbanites to women of a
certain age. They are seen on hip skateboarders and happy babies. No wonder the hat
is such a popular crochet project. Hooked Hats presents 20 easy crochet designs
bursting with color, textures, and fashion style. The projects feature a variety of yarns
from bright cottons to novelty yarns and offer extras like linings, edgings, and
embellishments. For the many beginners, an illustrated basics section teaches the
stitches. There are rare alternative instructions for lefties and a handy ruler. Hooked
Hats is part of an exciting new series of crochet project books.
Looking for the perfect book on knitting? It's right here in The Complete Photo Guide to
Knitting, 2nd Edition. This stitch guide is the ultimate knitting reference! A
comprehensive how-to book about all aspects of knitting, you'll be making scarves,
hats, socks, mittens, sweaters, and other projects in no time! Inside this ultimate knitting
guide you will find expanded basics for all knitting techniques, from cast-on to bind-off
and every step in between. Learn to knit row by row and in the round; understand
knitting jargon and how to follow a pattern; learn all the methods for increasing and
decreasing stitches, seaming, and adding details like pockets and zippers. With twenty
new stitch patterns, this section expands to 220 in all, arranged in style categories for
easy reference. Projects at the end of each section give you opportunities to try some
of the new techniques you've learned while making knitted items you can use or gift to
others. Margaret Hubert will guide you through special knitting topics like cables,
intarsia, entrelac, Fair Isle knitting, and lace knitting. With the updated information and
all new projects, even if you have the first edition you are sure to want the second
edition to complete your collection.
Granny Square Fashions includes written and charted instructions for 5 colorful granny
squares, a toddler pullover, a baby afghan, and more!
Explore 22 exquisite, runway-inspired projectsâ€”including skirts, dresses, jackets,
tops, handbags, and neckwearâ€”with Runway Crochet! These beautiful pieces are
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designed by Margaret Hubert and six other prominent crochet designers including Doris
Chan, Ellen Gormley, Shannon Mullett-Bowlsby, Shelby Allaho, Sharon Valencia, and
Tatyana Mirer. Project instructions include a full range ofsizes, and theinstructional text
and stitch diagrams are accompanied by stunning fashion photography.
First Time Freeform Crochet
Toddler-Size Crochet
Customize Your Knitting
Runway Crochet
Cool Kids Crochet
Adjust to Fit; Embellish to Taste

Crocheted shawls inspired by classic poetry! Just as poetry
laces together the simplest of words into dramatic lyrical
pieces, Poetic Crochet uses basic stitches to create a romantic,
breathtaking collection of shawls and wraps. When creating
this classic, wearable collection of shawls, wraps, and stoles,
you'll explore a variety of shawl shapes, construction
techniques, borders, and edgings. Author Sara Kay Hartman
shares her tips for selecting the fibers that work best in shawl
making, how to achieve a beautiful drape, how to play with
gauge when crocheting shawls, and more. The patterns in
Poetic Crochet won't require any special technique knowledge,
but rather they have been designed to highlight the simple
sophistication achievable with the most basic of stitches.
Crocheters with any experience level, beginner to advanced,
will find something rewarding--and poetic--in this inspired
collection of 20 projects.
From selecting the right crochet hook to techniques and
instructions, this informative crocheting booklet is the go-to
guide for new hook enthusiasts. Learn the different stitches,
along with interesting twists and finishing techniques to make
your crocheting projects a success.
Combine fun yarn, hooking, and easy stitches and you’ll end up
with eight eye-catching crochet shawls that everyone will
want. Crochet Shawls is an easy, how-to booklet that teaches
you everything you need to know about crocheting wraps and
shawls. From yarn recommendations to stitches used, this
booklet contains eight patterns that you’ll want to try again
and again.
Take charge of the fit and details of your crocheted garments,
with guidance from needle art designer Margaret Hubert!
Designers have to create crochet patterns in standard sizes,
but very few people's bodies actually match up to those
"average" measurements. Customize Your Crochet teaches
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crocheters how to adjust standard size patterns to fit their
unique measurements. The techniques and processes taught in
this book are the same ones that designer Margaret Hubert
has used for years to teach classes on custom fitting. With this
book, individual crocheters can learn to adjust patterns to fit
themselves and the others for whom they crochet. But
Customize Your Crochet goes beyond a basic, good fit to help
the crocheter create a truly custom garment. Maybe you'd like
that neckline a little higher, or you'd like a little flare to the
sleeves. With this book, you can add individual details and give
your crocheted creations personal style. Diagrams and
illustrations are used throughout to explain body shapes and
make comparing measurements simple. Step-by-step
photography shows the details for garment construction,
specific increases, decreases and other shaping methods, as
well as finishing techniques and embellishments. Jump in and
be confident that your next project will match your shape and
style to perfection!
Hooked for Toddlers
Knitting Essentials
50 Botanical Crochet Motifs and 15 Original Projects
10 Granny Squares, 30 Blankets
Sweet Baby Crochet
Customize Your Crochet
Practical, yet playful, these crochet bags, totes and pouches are great
projects for applying your crocheting skills. This step-by-step
informative booklet teaches you how to hook your way to eight
gorgeous bags, totes, and pouches. Stitches range from simple (single
crochet) to difficult (bullion and popcorn) with an abbreviation key at
the front.
Crochet up to 30 creative blankets that start from just 10 granny
squares! The granny square is the perfect foundation for countless
projects and is unparalleled for its portability, versatility, and endless
variety. Using only 10 granny squares selected from The Granny
Square Book and Granny Square Flowers, Margaret Hubert shows
how you can crochet 30 completely different blankets. Each square is
used three times with different yarns, color schemes, motif
arrangements, and edge finishes. You'll be amazed at the versatility of
these squares! You can crochet blankets that are perfect for babies,
boys, girls, college kids, and grown-ups. Some are crazy, colorful, and
fun; others are serene, classic, and sophisticated. Crochet them for
bedrooms, family rooms, or dorms. 10 Granny Squares 30 Blankets
provides enough designs to keep you crocheting blankets for everyone
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and every reason for years to come!
75 different granny square motifs, Margaret Hubert shows the
evolution of the granny square!
Avid crocheters rejoice! Toddler-Size Crochet includes eight projects
that are packed with color, style, texture, and fun. Sizes are designed
to fit little ones from 18 months to 3 years. Projects include tops,
skirts, pouches, jumpers, pullovers, cardigans, hoodies, and beanies.
The projects use a variety of stitches from single crochet to shell and
popcorn stitches.
Adjust to fit; embellish to taste
Complete Instructions for 8 Styles
12 Squares and Instructions for a Blanket
Granny Square Flowers
The Complete Photo Guide to Knitting, 2nd Edition
*All You Need to Know to Knit *The Essential Reference for Novice
and Expert Knitters *Packed with Hundreds of Crafty Tips and Ideas
*Step-by-Step Instructions and Photos for 200 Stitch Patterns
Looking for a gorgeous lace look, but want something simple and easy? Lovely
Lace Crochet contains eight projects in an informative booklet. Create beautiful
and delicate lace scarves, shirts, and coverups with complete step-by-step
instructions. A crochet basics section provides stitches and all of the techniques
needed to make the included projects.
This step-by-step technique reference introduces and thoroughly explores
several styles of crochet that produce lacy fabric. With Lacework for Adventurous
Crocheters, you'll delve into many exciting methods, including: - Broomstick lace
- Hairpin lace - Bruges lace - Irish crochet - Freeform crochet Each section
includes easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions, teaching all that is necessary to
master the required skills. Charts, diagrams, and graphs are also provided, and
swatch exercises in each section give the reader a chance to try the skills.
Sections end with three to five small projects. Master this beautiful craft with
Lacework for Adventurous Crocheters!
This is a comprehensive reference book on all aspects of crochet. This book
provides a reference for all methods, including Tunisian, filet, intermeshing,
broomstick lace, bruges lace, and freeform crochet. Includes step-by-step
instructions for all the basic stitches and swatches of 100s of stitch patterns with
complete instructions. Also provides instructions and patterns for 50 projects for
garments, accessories, and décor items.
Turn your crochet projects into art with freeform crochet! Create something
gorgeous by working outside of patterns and grids. First Time Freeform Crochet
contains eight projects in an informative booklet. Complete step-by-step
instructions this zen-like craft will allow you to meditate and relax while creating
great projects. A crochet basics section provides stitches and all of the
techniques needed to make the eight projects.
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Flowers of the Month Granny Squares
Notable Knit Lace
Master Traditional, Irish, Freeform, and Bruges Lace Crochet Through Easy Stepby-Step Instructions and Fun Projects
Plus Size Tops to Crochet
Complete Instructions for 5 Projects
Master Traditional, Irish, Freeform, and Bruges Lace Crochet through Easy Stepby-Step Instructions
Your child will be the coolest kid on the block! Cool Kids Crochet
helps crafty parents create trendy pieces for their kids. This
instructional crochet booklet offers eight fun patterns that your
kids will love to wear, including Sideways Sweater, Cold Floor
Slipper Socks, Chunky Hat and Scarf, So Soft Mittens, Raglan Crewneck
Sweater, Visor Beanie, Tweener Cropped Jacket, and Bright Colors
Backpack. Each booklet includes an abbreviations section at the
front.
From needle size, yarn weight, and gauge to techniques and
instructions, Knitting Essentials is an informative booklet and the
go-to guide for knitting enthusiasts. Learn the different stitches,
along with interesting twists and finishing techniques to make your
knit projects a success.
Presents twenty-two crochet patterns for dresses, skirts, tops, and
accessories by such designers as Sharon Valencia, Tatyana Mirer,
Ellen Gormley, and Doris Chan.
It’s hard to find patterns for plus-size gals and harder still to try
to edit patterns to create a flattering fit. Plus-Size Cardis to
Crochet is a detailed crochet pattern booklet that includes stunning
cardigan patterns designed to flatter plus-size ladies. Patterns
include: Ribbon-Yarn Jacket, Alpaca Appliqué Cardigan, Silk ScoopNeck Cardigan, Pocket Cardigan, and Bright Stripes Cardigan.
Abbreviation key included.
Instructions for Blanket with Choice of 12 Squares
20 Shawls Inspired by Classic Poems
The Complete Photo Guide to Crochet
Plus Size Crochet
Handy Guide To All The Basics
High-style Patterns from Top Designers' Hooks to Yours

The beloved granny square is the crocheter’s foundation for countless projects and is adored
for its portability, versatility, and endless variety. With The Granny Square Book, Margaret
Hubert showed how the humble granny makes the transition from tried-and-true blankets to all
kinds of fashionable garments and accessories. Now, in Granny Square Flowers, Margaret
presents 50 all-new granny squares with a botanical theme, then, using beautiful yarns and her
keen design sense, she broadens their usefulness to making 15 new projects that will have you
saying, “Wow, I didn’t know I could make that with granny squares!” Each granny square is
presented in a large, full-color photo accompanied by both written and diagrammed
instructions. All sample squares are crocheted in bright colors of smooth cotton yarn to clearly
show the stitch patterns. Projects using the floral granny squares include clothing for babies,
children, and adults; fashion accessories, home décor items, and gifts. These projects use a wide
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variety of yarn types, fiber content, and weights--both LYS brands and big box brands—to
demonstrate the versatility of granny squares. All yarn descriptions are included in generic
terms with gauge and hook size information so you can easily substitute other choices.
Personalize any knitting pattern for a perfect fit and style all your own, with expert help from
Margaret Hubert! Designers have to create knitting patterns in standard sizes, but very few
people actually match up to those "average" measurements. Body shapes vary, weight
fluctuates, and good fit means different things to different people; so what is a knitter to do?
Customize Your Knitting teaches you how to adjust standard patterns to fit your unique
measurements. Through techniques that Margaret Hubert has used for years to teach classes on
custom fitting, you can learn to adjust patterns for a perfect fit for yourself or someone else.
Yarn shop instructors can use the book to teach classes for their customers. However, fit is just
one part of customizing a garment. Maybe you'd like that neckline a little higher, or you'd like a
little flare to the sleeves. How about adding subtle shaping to the waist on a boxy but otherwise
perfect sweater pattern? How about adding a polo-style button placket to that plain crew-neck
sweater? Or add a sporty buttoned pocket to a sleeve for carrying your iPhone. It's easy to add
your personal style with Margaret's tips. Diagrams and illustrations throughout the book will
help you understand body shapes and easily compare measurements. Garment construction,
specific increases, decreases, and other shaping methods, as well as finishing techniques and
embellishments are all explained and photographed clearly. Make every project perfectly
tailored to you!
Scarves are the ultimate take-along project and are the perfect starter project for those new to
the art of crocheting. Learn how to crochet outwear scarves in eight eye-catching styles with
Crochet Outerwear Scarves. From stripes, to puffs, blocks, ridges, and pompoms, these scarves
are easy to make and awesome to wear. Each booklet includes an abbreviations key in the front.
You’ll want to try every pattern in Crochet Fashion Scarves. This instructional booklet offers
eight patterns that you can complete in a weekend. From dainty to dazzling, these scarves are as
fun as they are easy to make. An abbreviation key is included.
*All You Need to Know to Crochet *The Essential Reference for Novice and Expert Crocheters
*Comprehensive Guide to Crochet Tools and Techniques *Packed with Hundreds of Tips and
Ideas
Crochet Fashion Scarves
Granny Squares, One Square at a Time / Scarf
First Time Granny Squares
Color Schemes, Layouts, and Edge Finishes for 30 Unique Looks
Poetic Crochet
Here are eight great crochet hat patterns that use simple stitches to create elaborate
designs. With detailed instruction and close-up photos of each stitch used, QuickCrochet Hats offers crocheters an easy guidebook to great-looking crocheted hats.
"New hooked book" with cute projects to crochet for little girls and boys Hooked for
Toddlers has 20 projects that are jumping up and down with color, texture, and fun with
styles and sizes for little ones 18 months to 3 years. Projects include sweaters,
jumpers, dresses, hats, mittens, and fun items like matching purses and wrist bands.
Projects included are for year-round appeal and include clever ideas for
accommodating growing and busy toddlers. As with the other successful books in the
"Hooked" series, The projects use a variety of stitches from simple single crochet to
more advanced stitches like shell and popcorn. Lots of crocheted extras and
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embellishments make the projects unique and appealing and a clear and concise
crochet basics section makes this a perfect book for both beginners and more
experienced hookers.
A granny square is a piece of square fabric produced in crochet by working in rounds
from the center outward. Granny squares are made separately and then assembled to
create a blanket. Since you work on small pieces one at a time, this technique is perfect
for those who are new to crocheting. A crocheting basics section provides techniques,
abbreviations, and the instructions needed to make the 12 granny square projects
included in this step-by-step booklet.
With all you need to start crocheting your very own granny squares, this step-by-step,
32-page booklet contains illustrated instructions for crocheting a classic granny square,
plus 8 more granny square patterns.
Crochet Shawls
Hooked Hats
The Granny Square Book
*All You Need to Know to Crochet *The Essential Reference for Novice and Expert
Crocheters *Comprehe
Lacework for Adventurous Crocheters
Plus Size Cardis to Crochet

Plus-Size Tops to Crochet is an informative crocheting booklet
designed with plus-sized ladies in mind. Crocheters cannot simply take
a smaller pattern and increase the number of stiches or rows to get a
garment that fits and flatters. Help is here! These five stylish
crochet patterns for jackets and cardigans flatter plus sizes.
Abbreviation key included.
Often touted for its complexity, lace knitting is a style of knitting
characterized by adding “holes” into the knit for a lace-like quality.
Notable Knit Lace is an informative booklet that includes six knitting
projects: Lace Scarf with Beaded Edge, Your Feminine Side, Cables and
Lace Scarf, Hot Sauce, Crazy Lace Sampler, and Lace Curtain Panels. A
knitting basics section provides abbreviations and all of the
techniques needed to make the included projects.
Crochet Blankets
Crochet Essentials
Complete Instructions for 6 Projects
Fashions That Fit & Flatter
Quick-Crochet Hats
Granny Square Scarf
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